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TEST PAPER - 3 
10th BOARD 

TERM - 2 
BIOLOGY 

[20.3.2022] 
Time : 1 Hours Max. Marks : 40 

General Instructions: 
(i) All questions are compulsory. 

(ii)  The question paper has three sections and 15 questions. All questions are compulsory. 

(iii)  Section–A has 7 questions of 2 marks each; Section–B has 6 questions of 3 marks each; and 
Section–C has 2 case based questions of 4 marks each. 

(iv)  Internal choices have been provided in some questions. A student has to attempt only one of 
the alternatives in such questions. 

SECTION - A 

1. How does the embryo gets the nourishment inside the mother’s body?

2. “The chromosomes number of the sexually reproducing parents and their offspring is the same.”
Justify this statement”.

3. Describe the natural methods of vegetative reproduction. Write down its importance.

4. Give two examples to explain that inheritance of acquired characters does not take place.

5. Why DNA copying is essential for the process of reproduction?

6. (a) Colonies of yeast fails to multiply in water, but multiply in sugar solution. Give one reason.
(b) What is clone? Why do offspring formed by asexual reproduction exhibit remarkable
similarity?

7. In what ways is fertilization in a plant:
(a) Similar to fertilization in a human?
(b) Different from fertilization in a human?

OR 
How does ozone depletion occur? Support the reason for its importance. 
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SECTION - B 
 
8. Describe the various components of a typical food chain. Give its functions. 
 
9.  List two function of Testes of human male reproductive system. Why testes are placed in the 

scrotum? 
OR 

List two function of ovary of human female reproductive system. 
 
10.  Differentiate between self and cross pollination and what are the agents that help in pollination. 

What is the process after pollination? Draw its diagram. 
 
11.  Explain the process of spore formation in fungi with diagram. How spore formation differ from 

budding? 
 
12.  Study the diagram given below:  

 
(i) Identify the process. 
(ii) Which organism uses the above method for reproduction?  
(iii) How is the above method different from the process of fragmentation? 

OR 
Why a food chain can not have more than 4 trophic level? Explain with the flow of energy. 

 
13.  In humans, if gene B gives brown eyes and gene b gives blue eyes, what will be the colour of 

eyes of the persons having the following combination of genes? (a) Bb (b) bb (c) BB . Explain 
with the help of checker box. 

OR 
 Why did Mendel choose garden pea for his experiments? 

 
SECTION - C 

 
14. The genotype of green stemmed tomato plants is denoted as GG and that of purple stemmed 

tomato plants as gg. When these two are crossed: 
 (a) What colour of stem would you expect in their F1 progeny?  
 (b) Give the percentage of purple stemmed plants if F1 plants are self pollinated. 
 (c) In what ratio would you find the genotypes GG and Gg in the F2 progeny? 

OR 
 What are sex chromosomes ? Explain the process of sex determination in human beings with 

the help of cross. 
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15.    Naman got into a quarrel with some farmers who were spraying DDT in their field. Many people 
gathered at the spot to see and enjoy the incident. The angry mob demanded that Naman 
should not interfere with the farmers' job. Naman tried to explain his point and finally 
succeeded. The farmers gave up spraying DDT.  

 (i) What did Naman explain to the farmers?   
 (ii) What is biomagnification? Explain with an example. 
 (iii) What values did Naman promote? 

OR 
 Sex determination is the method by which distinction between males and females is established 

in a species. The sex of an individual is determined by specific chromosomes. These 
chromosomes are called sex chromosomes or allosomes.  X and Y chromosomes are called sex 
chromosomes. The normal chromosomes other than the sex chromosomes of an individual are 
known as autosomes. 

 (i) In XX-XY type of sex determination who produces two different types of gametes? 
(ii) A couple has six daughters. What is the possibility of their having a girl next time?  
(iii) What is the number of autosomes present in the liver cells of a human female? 

 
  
  
 
 


